
• All price include one color imprint or deboss whichever indiceted  • Set up: $43.75 (v) for one color imprint, $87.50 (v) for deboss

P6831 Tuscany E-Padfolio
Make a great impression at your next meeting with this fashionable, functional padfolio that 
aims to please. Crafted in rich, rustic full-grain leather, highlighted with cream stitching & 
stripe trim, its vintage, distressed design gives it a timeless look. The front has a zip pocket 
for quick access. Inside, there’s a large pocket that’s padded for your tablet or important 
documents. There are also several smaller pockets for pens, calculators, notes, cards, and 
USBs. Finished with a memo pad that can be flipped to adjust for left-handed use.
Size:  10 ½”W x 13 ½”H x 1 ½”D
(1P3R) 24 25-72 73-240 241-480 
Deboss 86.00 68.50 65.50 62.75         

P6833 The Tuscany Messenger
This rugged, stylish messenger is ideal for daily use! Crated in rich, rustic full-grain leather, 
highlighted with cream stitching & stripe trim, its distressed, vintage look has ageless appeal. 
The front flap is secured by two magnets. Beneath the flap, there’s a vertical zip pocket that’s 
padded for your tablet. Inside the main compartment, there are two compartments with a zip 
divider in the middle. It also has pen loops, card pockets, dual open pockets, and a zip pocket 
for phone or keys. On the side, it has an open pocket and two pen loops for quick access. On 
the back, there’s an additional open pocket.
Size:  15”W x 11 ½”H x 4 ½”D
(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 164.00 130.78 125.89 120.84          

P6835 Tuscany Compu Backpack
This rugged backpack, done in rich, rustic, full grain leather, highlighted with cream stitching 
& striped trim, has vintage style with timeless a peal! Features include a flap pocket secured 
by magnetic closure, with pen loops, dual open pockets, a card pocket, and a zip pocket 
inside. On the front, there’s also a subtle vertical zip pocket to secure a tablet. The spacious 
main compartment is large enough for all your essentials. The back panel can unzip all the 
way to reveal a TSA friendly 15.4” padded laptop sleeve. The backpack comes complete with 
a luggage strap to fit securely over a luggage handle. A top handle and padded straps
finish this fine piece.
Size:  13”W x 17”H x 6”D
(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 194.00 154.91 149.20 143.28                       

P6837 Tuscany Duffel
Crafted in rich, rustic full-grain leather, highlighted with cream stitching & stripe trim, its 
timeless vintage look will never go out of style. Features include a magnetic, flap-pocket 
outside and a zip pocket inside for small items. The main compartment has a wide-mouth 
opening for maximum space and ease in packing. The ends of the zipper boast unique, 
brass tuck-lock systems to secure contents in style. A webbing loop in the back allows the 
duffel to attach to a luggage handle, while dual handles and a padded shoulder strap help 
to ease your commute. 
Size:  20”W x 13 ½”H x 10”D
(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 212.00 169.38 163.19 156.74

The TUSCANY Collection

P6836 Tuscany Compucase
Its vintage distressed look gives the impression that you are not to be taken lightly. 
Crafted in rich, rustic full grain leather highlighted with cream stitching & stripe leather. 
Features include a hidden vertical zip pocket in the front for a tablet. A flap pocket is 
secured by magnets with card pockets, pen loops, two open pockets, and a zip pocket 
inside. The main compartment has space for files & documents, along with 3 large open 
pockets. The back zip compartment unzips all the way to reveal a TSA friendly padded 
15.4” laptop sleeve. The back has a large open pocket and a webbing strap on the back 
to allow it to fit securely over a luggage handle. Dual handles and detachable shoulder 
strap help complete this amazing case.
Size:  16”W x 12”H x 5 ½”D
(1P3R) 15 16-60 61-180 181-360
Deboss 194.00 154.91 149.20 143.28
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